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Nowadays, tourism in the world is a very important 
issue. We would like to talk about Kazan, one of the 
most attractive cities in Russia. Fistful we will talk 

about the most famous hotels and restaurants. 



1.Tatarskaya 
Usadba



The 'Tatar Farmstead' is located adjacent to the 
Old Tatar Settlement and plays on traditional 
themes, both in the restaurant's decor and menu. 
There's a full range of Tatar classics, including 
several dishes with horsemeat and lamb, as well 
as hearty soups and stews, other mains and 
desserts. Good selection of Tatar pastries as well, 
including crunchy chak chak.



2. Dom 
Tatarskoi 
Kulinarii



The hushed, overly formal setting and mandatory 
coat check lend a faint whiff of tourist trap, but 
don't let that dissuade you. The menu is filled 
with Tatar specialities, such as (better than it 
sounds) stewed horsemeat and vegetables, you 
might not find elsewhere. Prices are hefty, but 
the quality is high too and the service faultless.



3. Pashmir 
Restaurant



Fusion food done very well as standard European meals are 
reinvented with aromatic fruits and local spices – think 
Italian mozzarella salad with persimmon. The setting is 
upscale, though not overly formal. Book ahead.



•4.Priyut Kholostyaka



It`s is a spotlessly white oasis of style with surrealist glass 
painting and coat hangers shaped like wild garlic flowers. 
International food, including the inevitable sushi, is on the 
menu, and it serves the best latte this side of the Volga. The 
restaurant is below ground, and there's a shisha bar on the 
ground floor.



•5. Giuzeppe Restaurant



One of Kazan's longest-running Italian restaurants is also 
one of the best, and close to the kremlin if you feel like a 
formal meal between sights or in the evening. Dress quite 

well for this.



•6. Beanhearts Coffee



Popular spot on Kazan's pedestrianised party 
street serves 39 different types of beer on tap as 
well as a small menu of beer-friendly foods such 

as burgers (R350) in a welcoming, 
student-friendly atmosphere.



•7.Hotel Art



Hotel Art is located in the center of Kazan, and offers comfortable rooms 
with modern facilities such as satellite TV and free Wi-Fi. 

Free parking is available. 

Hotel Art offers contemporary rooms, studios and suites to cater to 
everyone’s needs. 

The modern suites are well-equipped with a seating area and LCD TVs. 

Conference hall is available for business meetings. You can relax in the hot 
tub and sauna. 

Guests can enjoy their meals at Hotel Art’s restaurant Aquarium. 

It is only 150 meters from Bauman Street with its many restaurants and 
shops, and 20 km away from Kazan International Airport.







•8. Shalyapin Palace Hotel











•The Shalyapin Palace is a 4-star hotel, centrally located in Kazan near the pedestrian zone of Baumana 
street.

•The hotel has a total of 123 classically-designed guest rooms, offering the guest a clean and comfortable 
place to stay. Every morning a rich buffet breakfast is servied in the on-site restaurant. 

•Guests can also enjoy delicious Tatar and Russian cuisine in the Capella Restaurant, which also serves a 
range of European dishes. The Shalyapins Piano Bar is open 24-hours.

•All guests of the Shalyapin Palace receive complimentary access to the fitness center with its indoor 
swimming pool, gym and sauna. The hotel offers business meeting facilities of different capacity.

•There is also an on site car parking, available upon request to hotel guests. City sights such as Kazan 
Kremlin, Epiphany Cathedral and Kazan State University are within easy reach.



•9. Hotel DoubleTree by Hilton Kazan City Center



Located in the heart of Kazan city, the hotel is a 5-minute walk from historic sites such 
as the Kazan Kremlin, the National Museum of Tatarstan and Kazan Academic Drama 
Theatre. Free WiFi and free private parking are available on site.

All light and airy rooms offer air conditioning, an electric kettle, minibar, tea/coffee 
facilities and flat-screen TV with satellite channels. The bathrooms provide a 
hairdryer. For extra space and city views, select a suite with a separate living area and 
two bathrooms. Some rooms also offer views of the Saints Peter and Paul Cathedral.

European, Russian and Tatar cuisines are served in the hotel’s restaurant. The 
restaurant also offers breakfast and 24-hour room service. At the end of the day 
unwind at the lobby bar with a wide selection of wine, whisky and cocktails. Business 
travellers will appreciate a meeting room for up to 60 guests.









•10. Hotel Park Inn by Radisson Kazan



Park Inn by Radisson Kazan is located in the historic centre of Kazan. All rooms 
have free WiFi and flat-screen TVs. Ploshchad Tukaya Metro Station is within 
1,5 km from the property.

Each modern room at the Park Inn Kazan is colorfully decorated. The LCD TV 
is equipped with satellite TV and there is a private bathroom. Some rooms have 
a large seating area. Facilities for disabled guests are also available.

At the trendy RBG Bar & Grill Restaurant, guests can enjoy European and Tatar 
cuisine as well as fresh breakfast.

Visitors can work out in the fully equipped gym. The historic city of Kazan is 
within a 20-minute walk away.

Volkova Street Bus Stop is 200 metres away. Kazan International Airport is 24 
km from the property.

Please note that visa support for foreigners is provided free of charge. In case of 
cancellation, 2000 RUB will be charged.







The most interesting sights in Kazan



The Kazan Kremlin
This is a huge historacal complex. The Kremlin includes several 
historical and architectural complexes spread over a territory of 
1,500 square meters



The Kol Sharif 
mosque located in 
Kazan Kremlin, was 
reputed to be -at the 
time of its 
construction- the 
largest mosque in 
Russia, and in 
Europe outside of 
Istanbul



Suyumbike tower
It is seven-storey leaning tower, the legendary architectural symbol of Kazan



Zilant Dragon
Zilant is a flying serpent, legendary protector of the city 



Blue Lake

Blue lake is located in 20 km from Kazan. This lake has 
blue colour and ability not to freeze even in the winter.



National Museum of Tatarstan Republic
It is the largest museum in 
Tatarstan that founded in 1894. 
There are over 800 thousand units 
in the museum’s collection.



Temple of All Religions

It is an architectural complex in Kazan. The 
Temple consists of several types of religious 
architecture including a synagogue, an 
Orthodox church, a mosque.



Kazan’s central market
The Central Market is a classic bazaar in the open air. Here 

you can find everything.


